The necessary conditions for the existence of a resolvable
Introduction
These conditions are known [lS] to be sufficient for k= 5 and 1= 1 with 113 possible exceptions. Recently, P. Schellenberg has obtained three new RB(5,l; u)s for u = 805,905 and 1505 by using certain difference families. M. Greig found a B (6,l; 246) which implies the existence of an RB(5,l; 985). Therefore, there are 109 unsolved cases now (see Appendix A).
RB(k, 1; wJ and sub-RB(k, 4 w2) which intersect in a sub-RB(k, I; w3). If we remove the subsystems, we obtain an incomplete system which is denoted by 0-IRB (k, 1; a; ~1, wz; ~3).
An incomplete group diuisible design (IGDD) is a quadruple (X, Y, 9, &) which satisfies the following properties:
(1) X is a set of points, and YG X; (2) 99 is a partition of X into groups; (3) J&' is a set of blocks, each of which intersects each group in at most one point; (4) no block contains two members of Y; (5) every pair of points {x, y} from distinct groups, such that at least one of x, y is in X-Y, occurs in precisely 3, blocks of d.
We say that an IGDD (X, Y, 9, SB) is a (K, A)-IGDD if 1 AJEK for each AE~. The type of the IGDD is defined to be the multiset of ordered pairs { (( GI, ( G n Y I): GM}. We also use an 'exponential notation to describe types. Note that if Y= 8, then the IGDD is a GDD. A GDD (X, 9, a) is said to be resoluable (RGDD) if its set of blocks & can be partitioned into parallel classes each of which partitions X.
An incomplete transversal design (ITD) TD(k, n) -TD(k, m) is a (k, l)-IGDD of type (n, m)". If m = 0, the ITD becomes a TD(k, n), which is equivalent to k -2 mutually orthogonal latin squares (MOLS) of order n. An RTD(k, A; m) is a (k, 2) -RGDD of type mk.
We shall need some ITDs given in [3, 13] .
Lemma 2.1. Suppose there exist a TD(k, m), a TD(k,m+ l), a TD(k+ 1, t), and O<u<t. Then there exists a TD(k,mt +u)-TD(k, u).
Lemma 2.2. Suppose there exist a TD(k, m), a TD(k, m+ l), a TD(k, m+ 2), a TD(k+2, t), a TD(k, u), and O<u, u< t. Then there exists a TD(k, mt +u+u)-TD(k, u).
Lemma 2.3. Suppose there exist a TD(k,m), a TD(k, m+ l), a TD(k,m+2), a TD(k+u+l,t), and a TD(k+l,m+u).
Then there exists a TD(k,mt+u+u)-
TD(k,u), where Ogu<t-1.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose there exist a TD(8, t), a TD(6, k), where O<a, k< t. Then there exists a TD(6,7t + k + a) -TD(6, a).
Corollary 2.5. Suppose there exist a TD(7+ w, t), a TD(6,m), a TD(6, m+ l), a TD(6, m + 2), and a TD(6, m + w). Then there exists a TD(6, mt + w + a) -TD (6, u)for
O<a<t.
We also use incomplete frames. An incomplete (K, A).)-frame is a (K, A)-IGDD (X, Y, Z, &) in which the set of blocks &' can be partitioned into holey parallel classes, each of which is a partition of X-H, for some HE%, or a partition of X-(H u Y) for some HE%. It can be shown that for each hole H, there are 11 H n Yl/(k-1) holey parallel classes which partition X-(H u Y), and I(H-Y(/(k-1) holey parallel classes which partition X-H.
If Y=@, then the incomplete (K, ;l)-frame is a (K, ;l)-frame. Remember that the type of an incomplete (K, A)-frame is the type of the underlying (K, A)--JGDD.
The following three lemmas are slight generalizations of those in [9, 111. 
Lemma 2.8 (Filling in holes)
. Suppose there is a (k, ;l)-frame of type (tI, t2, . . . , t,>, and let E 2 0. For 1~ i < n, suppose there is a (k, &frame of type Z v {E), where C,, Ti t = ti.
Then there is a (k, &frame of type Uy= 1 T~u {E}.
A BIBD B(k, k -1; v) is said to be almost resolvable, denoted by AR(k, v), if its blocks can be partitioned into some almost parallel classes each of which partitions X -{x} for some XEX (x is called a singleton). Notice that an AR(k, v) is also a (k, k -l)-frame of type 1". We proved in [7, 16] For each AEd,'we construct an RTD(k, u) on A x Y with groups {a} x Y, aEA, and parallel classes C,(A), 1 < i < U. Let Ci(&j) = UAEd, C,(A), 1 < i < U, 1 <j < v, where Ja, is the almost parallel class of (X, &), with singleton xi. Then let where aj_ 1 is the parallel class of RB(k, k-1; u), 1 <j--1 <<u -1, and obviously
is a parallel class on 2, we see that p -U 1 6 is v Cl (di) can be partitioned into u(u -1) parallel classes on 2. Therefore, we obtain an RB (k, k -1; uu), which contains u pairwise-disjoint RB(k, k-1; u)s as its subsystems. If (Y, .!#) is an RB(k, ;1; u) in Construction 4.1, we can take each parallel class to be one partial parallel class, and then s = n(u -l)/(k -1) < 1(u + u -2)/(k -1). So we have the following construction. Proof. 600=6.100, 1600=16.100, 1800=6.300, 1100=11.100. Apply Construction 3.1. 0
Construction by filling in boles
We also construct RBIBD containing sub-RBIBD by filling in the holes of an incomplete frame with 0-IRBIBD. The following constructions are slight generalizations of those in [9, 11] . 
RB(k, 2; t, + a).
As applications, we mention the product constructions. (1) an (k, Q-frame of type t"; (2) 
When b=u, we obtain the following construction. (1) a (k,&frume of type t";
. Then there exists an RB(k, 2; u(u -a) + a) containing a sub-RB(k, I; u(w -a) + a).
When b = a = w, we obtain the following construction. We also have the following construction.
Construction 5.6 (Yin [15] ). Suppose u, t, w and a are nonnegative integers such that a>O. Suppose that the following designs exist:
(1) an incomplete (k, &frame of type (t, u)"; (2) a 0-IRB(k, A; t +a; u+a, w;O); (3) an RB(k, I; nu + a). Then there exists an RB(k, 2; nt + a) containing a sub-RB(k, 1; w).
Some special cases
In this section, we construct several 'small' RBIBDs which must be handled as special cases. Many of these are obtained as applications of the constructions described in Section 5. We also make use of a few special examples. Proof. It is known [7] that an AR(5,21) or an AR(5,26) can be generated, respectively, by a collection of base blocks on Z 21 or Z&. Apply Lemma 5.1 of [16] . 0 k=5, 1=4, t=21,26, u=l, n=16, a=4 and w=5, the required incomplete frames come from Lemma 6.1. 0 Lemma 6.3 (Mullin [8] ). There exist a TD(6,28)-TD (6, 3) and a TD(6,29)-TD(6,4). Now we start with TDs to construct more RBIBDs.
Lemma6.9.
Suppose N(t)>24, 0<mI,m2<t, w>O, and (t+w, t+5m,+w}s
RB,(5,4). Then t +5m2 +w~RB(5,4) implies 26t +5m, + 5m2 + WERB~+S~~+,JS,~). Further, if t + 5m2 + weRB,(S, 4), then 26t + 5m1 + 5m2 + WERB,(S, 4).
Proof. Start with a TD(26, t). Give weight 6 to ml points in one group and m2 points in another group, and weight 1 to the other points. Apply Lemma 2.6. We fill in (5,4)-frames of types 1 , 26 12561 and 12462, where the first one comes from an AR(5,26), the second comes fro; a (6,1)-GDD of type lz561, which is obtained from a B(6,l; 31), the third is obtained by applying Lemma 2.8 to a (5,4)-frame of type 66 [7] . These produce a (5,4)-frame of type t24(t + 5ml)'(t + 5m2)'. Then the conclusion follows from the hypotheses. 0 Proof. Apply Lemma 6.9 with parameters shown in Appendix C. 0 [17] , where B(R$ u (q*}) and R3 should be replaced by RBS(5, 4) and RB(5,4), respectively, and the proofs are still valid. Proof. Delete one point from a TD(6, 11) to obtain a ((6, 1 l}, l)-GDD of type 5"lO'. Filling in (5,4)-frames of type l6 and 1 11, we obtain a (5,4)-frame of type 5rllO'. We also have a (5,4)-frame of type 511 by giving weight 5 to each point of a (5,4)-frame of type 1". Give weight 10 to t points of one group of a TD (12, 19) , and weight 0 to the remaining 19-t points of this group, and weight 5 to other points. Then the conclusion follows from using (5,4)-frames of type 511 and 51110' as input designs. 0 ,4)). The conclusion then follows immediately. 0 (mod 60). By Theorem 7.1, we have 5w + 5~RB(5,4). Then u~RB(5,4) whenever u=O(mod5) and 75ti+ 15.20+375<u<90ti+ 130. Since ti~ti+1~(18ti-109)/15, we have 75ti+15.20+375<75ti+,+15.20+375<90ti+130. Hence, u~RB(5,4) whenever u=O(mod 5) and u>75t, + 15.20+375=75t0+675. 0
We define a series {Xi}i = 0, 1,2,. as follows: to = 384, tl = 432, t2 =448, t3 = 480, t4 = 496, t5 = 528, t,j = 544, t7 = 592, t8 = 624, We can prove the following lemma. (3) is also satisfied.
These complete the proof of the lemma. 0
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, we have the following theorem. Proof. Apply Lemma 6.13 with t = 79, 83,89,101,121,137,149,169,193,199,229, 256,283,331. 0
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